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JOHN G. SAW 
University of Florida 
Communicated by A. T. James 
The purpose of this note is to establish the connection between the ultraspherical 
polynomials and distributions on the m-sphere. Certain functions defined on the m- 
sphere have an ultraspherical decomposition which can be used to advantage. 
Examples of their use are given. 
1. THE HERMITE AND ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let u = (u,, u2 ,..., u,)’ be such that, for every orthogonal matrix 
P(m x m), Pu - u; that is, Pu is distributed as u. Let a’a = p’p = 1; a'fi = p. 
Then 
Z(a, b) = E,(a'u)' @'u)~ = E&(pu, t (1 -pz)1’2 z+}*. (1.1) 
Since E&u: = 0 when c t d is odd, we see that Z(a, b) is a polynomial in p 
of order at most min{a, b}. Consequently we may define polynomials, P,(X) 
say, of order p in x such that, for all a and p of unit length, 
E,P,(a'u) Pb@'u) = 0, a # b. (1.2) 
A necessary and sufficient condition for (1.2) to hold is 
EuP,(uI) Pb@I) = O, a # b. (1.3) 
The necessity of (1.3) is obvious; the suffkiency will become clear as the 
proof of Eq. (1.4) develops. 
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The Hermite Polynomials 
Let z - N,,,(O, I). That is 
independent and identically 
to say, the elements of z = (z,, z2 ,..., z,)’ are 
distributed with density n(z) = (2x)-“* exp - 
$z’(dz) on -co < z < +co. For the polynomial P,(x) we may take HP(x), 
the pth order Hermite polynomial given by 
I( IIZ)Pl 
H,(x) = {(-d/d~)~ n(x)@(x) = x ;;;)y;;;,;; , (1.4) 
s=o . 
with inverse relation 
l(IIZ)Pl 
xp= -i- P! 
ZO s!(p - 2s)! 2” 
HP- 2s(x)* (1.5) 
It is known that E,Hi(z,) =p!. A readily available reference for Hermite, 
ultraspherical, and Bessel functions as well as characteristic functions and 
the confluent hypergeometric function is [6]. If, in this paper and in 
connection with those functions, a result is claimed as known, it will be 
found stated in [6] as is the following result. If n(x, y: p) is the standard 
bivariate normal density, then 
G,Y: P> = f @“/P!> H,(x) H,(Y) W,Y: 0). 
p=o 
(1.6) 
It follows from (1.6) that 
E,H,(a’z) H,@‘z) = 0, P + 95 
=p!(a’P)“, 
(1.7) 
P = 43 
and then from (1.5) that, for a + b even and, without loss of generality, 
assuming a < b, 
[(1/2h71 
E,(a’z)’ (P’z)~ = 1 (a!b!p”-“}/{j!(j + c)! (a - 2j)! 2’+“}, (1.8) 
j=O 
where c = (b - a)/Z. The right side of Eq. (1.8) is also Ex”yb when (x, y) has 
density n(x, y: p), the same conditions prevailing on a and b. If a + b is odd, 
the right side of (1.8) is zero. The result in (1.8) is surely known, though not 
widely. It will be needed later in this note. 
The Ultraspherical Polynomials 
In (1.1) let u be uniformly distributed on the unit m-sphere 
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S, = {u: u’u = 1). Let U(“) be the probability measure associated with u. Let 
IV(“) be the probability measure on the line, 
W(D)(--OO,~) = 
I’ 
x 
2 ” l/2 
(l -w ) - 
B(j, j + v) 
dx, v=fm-1, (1.9) 
--I 
the integral being taken as zero for x < - 1, and unity for 1 < x. 
It is helpful to note that if z - N,(O, I) then u = z/(z’z)“~ - U’“‘. Using 
this we see that (1.3) requires 
I +’ P,(u,)P,(u,) dW’“‘(u,) = 0, a # b, -1 (1.10) 
so that we may take P,(x) proportional to the ultraspherical polynomial. 
Specifically we take P,(x) as 
A F’(x) = (v +p> yv (-1y T(v +P - s) (2x)p-*2x 
T(v+ 1) ,!?o s!(p - 2s)! 
9 (1.11) 
except when (u,p) = (0,O) in which event we take PO(x) = A r’(x) = 1 for all 
x. Known results on the ultraspherical polynomials yield 
where 
I 
t1 
A:‘(z+)AIy’(uJ dW’“‘(u,) = 0, P f 93 -1 (1.12) 
=Aj$(l), P = 43 
A:‘(l) = {(P + v)Ivl (“‘F- ‘) and A;“(l)= 1. 
The relationship inverse to (1.11) is 
p! I(l 
wp=- -s A $2,,(4 
2D L t!(u+ l)(v+2)*** (v+p-t)’ 
(1.13) 
t=o 
As pleasing as (1.8) is, the following is possibly more pleasing and may be 
new: 
E,Aj,“‘(a’u) Ag’(P’u) = 0, PZ 43 
= A$‘(a’P), 
(1.14) 
P = 9. 
A sketch of the proof of this result is given below. We drop the superscript 
to AP( ), W, and U from this point unless circumstances demand otherwise. 
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With p = a’& the left side of (1.14) is, after an orthogonal transformation, 
E,AJu,) A&U, + (1 -p*}“* z+). Suppose that p > 4 and note that 
EJu: ( u,) = 0 when k is odd, and is proportional to (1 - u:)(“‘)~ when k is 
even. Thus the left side of (I. 14) reduces to E,,Ap(u,) x (a polynomial of 
order q in ui) and is zero by (1.12). The result for p < q is by symmetry. 
Suppose p = q then with 6(p, s) the coefficient of We-” in A,(w), 
E,A,(a’u) Ap(P’u) = EuAp(u,){pu, + (1 - p”)“* u# a(~, 0) 
IU/2)Pl 
= s 6(p, s) 6(p, O)E”U~-ls{pU, + (1 -,pzy2 u2y 
s=O 
I(1/2)Pl 
= s &p,s)4p,O)E, 
zII)-2s{pz, f (1 - p2)1’2 z*}D 
s=o (z’z)P-s ’ 
wherein z v N,(O, 1). Note that z/(z’z)i”’ and z’z are independently 
distributed so that 
itl/Z)Pl 
EJ,W)4@‘u) = C 
,QP-TSyP 
~CP, 4 a(~, 0) E(Z,Z)P-S. (1.15) 
s=o 
The expectation in the denominator of (1.15) is that of a chi-squared variable 
with m degrees of freedom. The expectation in the numerator is with respect 
to (x,y)= (z,,pz, + {l -p2]L’2 zZ) and has density rt(x, y: p). We may, 
therefore, refer to (1.8) with a = p - 2s, b =p. We now change the order of 
summation in the resulting double sum, the inner sum is performed, and 
(1.14) emerges. 
2. DECOMPOSITION OF DENSITIES ON S, 
Let @( ) be a probability measure on S, having density #(u’Q dU at the 
point u. Note that attention is restricted to the subclass of densities on S, 
having densities which are constant on the (m - 1)-sphere, {u: u’u = 1, 
uq=r\. If 
AP( I) c,($) = 1 #(UT) A,(u’t) dU = j * ’ g(w) A#‘) dW(w). (2.2) 
sm -1 
Note that c,(d) = 1 so that the terms p > 1 in (2.1) represent, in a way, 
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departure from uniformity. Pointwise convergence on the right side of (2.1) 
to the left side almost everywhere with respect to U requires 
(2.3) 
If 4(u’g) = r(Lu’c) =A;‘(,?) exp()Lu’c), where LI#) = (in)-’ Z(V + 1) 
Z,(L) is proportional to the modified Bessel function, Z,(L), of order V, then 
Cp@-1 = 1” +pW,@>. (2.4) 
If ~(u’C) =j(nu’Q is the density introduced by Saw [5], 
(2.5) 
then 
c 
P 
(j) = f(” + l+ (V2)p) yPjpf(‘p ” + 1 +p: 4). 
T(v+ 1 +p) 
2 7 P-6) 
In (2.6), M( , : ) is the confluent hypergeometric function. The proof of (2.4) 
is from (2.2) using the known result that if w(x) = dW(x)/dx, 
A 
P 
(x) w(x) = wp =cv + (U2)) m  + 2v) p + v (d/dx)P w(x)(l _ x”)P 
qw(2v) T(p + v  + (l/2)) v  
= h,(v)(d/dx)P w(x)( 1 - x*>p, (2.7) 
say, together with 
I 
fl 
eAx &V(x) = epAM(v + f, 2v + 1: 21). 
-1 
Equation (2.4) yields a standard result for the expansion of exp(Aw) in terms 
of {A:‘(w)}; see, for example, [3, p. 213, Eq. 71. Alternatively, that result 
could be used to give (2.7). Equation (2.6) may be made to follow this, using 
Property 12 of [5]. That (2.3) is satisfied for 4 = r and 4 =j rests on the 
known result that for Iz 1 < 1, 
fj zpAy(W) = (1 - 22)/(1 + z* - 2zw)““i. 
p=o 
Equation (2.9) is suggestive of a new family of densities on S,. For a 
suitable constant, k,(L), we see that e,(,h’Q = k,(L)/( 1 + A2 - 2L1r’5)~+’ dU 
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is a density on S, which tends to r(Au’g) if we replace A by A/s and let s 
tend to infinity. Since, using (2.7). 
i 
+ l A;' &v'"'(x) 
-1 (1 + A2 - 2Ax)“+” 
= hp(") !i,' yy!"l(:n,;y; dx 
= h,(v)(v t s)(v t s t 1) * *. (v t s t p - l)(-2n>p 
+’ W(X)(l -x2)% 
Xi, (1 +12-2/iX)“+s+p’ 
we may use [6], specifically Eqs. 15.3.1 and 15.3.27, to show that the 
integral is 
APz-(p t 2v) l-(v) T(v t s t p) 
p!r(2v) T(v t p) z-(v t s) F(s,vtpts;vtpt 1:12), 
where F( . , 4 ; . ; . ) is the hypergeometric function. Thus, 
k;‘(A) = F(s, v + s; v + 1; A’) = 
(1 -112)s 
F(s, 1 - s; v + 1; A’/(1 - A’)), 
(2.10) 
which, using [6], Eq. 15.4.1, is a finite sum. Further, 
cpw = 
APT(vt 1)T(vts+p)P(s,vts+P;V+ 1 tpG2) 
T(vt 1 +p)T(vts) F(s,v+s;vt I$) 
. (2.11) 
The family of densities {e,(Au’c): A > 0, 5 E S,, s = 1,2, . .. } may be of 
independent interest. It contains the uniform and m-dimensional von Mises’ 
densities as special cases. It is easily verified, using the representation, 
(2.12) 
that the family (e,(Au’Q: 1 > 0, r E S,} has a Cauchy-like property. If u has 
the density of (2.12) let us write u - J%@O If u I 5 - J%(W and 5 - K&4 
then u - JwPl)~ 
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3. AJNE'S STATISTIC AND THE BERAN CLASS 
Suppose u has density f(u’c) on S, and that {uj}:, are identically 
distributed as u. The m-dimensional analog of a class of test due to Beran 
[ 1, 21 is 
where $( ) is an arbitrary function with the properties of a density over S, 
Using the ultraspherical decomposition of #( ), we may write 
Now write 
G;=G,- 5 ~,‘(++4~(1)=2 ?’ 2 p4L, cP(g) x,7 (3.3) 
p=1 
in which 
x, = x x Ap(U;Uj)’ p= 1,2, ..* . (3.4) 
l$i<jSn 
Under uniformity (f= 1) on u, {X,)? are uncorrelated and have zero 
expectation. The variance of Xp is var(X,) = fn(n - l)A,(l). Therefore, 
under uniformity, EG,* = 0 and 
var(G,*) = var(G,) = 2n(n - 1) 1 c;(S) A,( 1). (3.5) 
p=1 
The expectation of G,* for arbitrary densityf( ) on u can be written, 
EG,* = n(n - 1) 2 c;(f) c;(4) AP( 1). (3.6) 
p=1 
Ajne’s statistic [8] is the special case 4(w) = 1 + g(w), where g(w) is the 
Signum function. If N(n) = #{i: u’irl > 0) is the number of elements in the m- 
dimensional hemisphere, {x: x’x = 1, x’n > O}, with pole at r~, then the right 
side of (3.1) may be written, 
4’ 
! 
{N(q) - {n ] 2 &P”(q) = G,(A). (3.7) 
sin 
A computational form for G,(A) in the case m = 2 is given in [7, Eq. (3); 
683/14/l 8 
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8, Eq. (lo)]; 4, p. 1921. All of these are incorrect. The first two contain 
typographical-type errors and should be f - bn + CCiii 2(xj - xi - $)/n. 
We now derive a computational form for G,(A) valid for all m. 
In terms of the Signum function, 
G,(A)=( ( f g(qItl) * Wrl) = 
s?n j=l 
1
Now 
As in Section 1, we can replace q by z/(z’z)~‘* with z - N,(O, I). Equation 
(3.8) simplifies, 
2P{u;q)(u;q) > 0) - 1 = 2P{ufz)(uj z) > 0) - 1 
= 2P(XiXj > O)- 1 
= (2/n) arcsin(uf uj). (3.10) 
In (3.10) we note that (xi, xj) = ((of z), (uj z)) has density n(x,, Xj: pi]), where 
pij = Uf uj. 
This leads to the computational form, 
G,(A) = (2/n) c c arcsin(u,’ uj), 
1 i 
(3.11) 
with the convention that arcsin( ) is taken on [-fx, +fn]. 
If (Uj}: are uniformly distributed on S,, E{G,(A)} = n, and 
var{G,(A)} = 2n(n - 1) g ci(g)A,(l). 
p=1 
Now with r(“) defined by, 
I 
2 
+) =E,W,g(W &WI2 =E, 
I 
(3.12) 
= $ c;wql)~ (3.13) 
where, obviously, in (3.13), u and q were endowed with the uniform 
distribution on S,, we see that 
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t(“) = $E,jarcsin(u’Q]’ = $1:: (arcsiny)’ dW’“‘(y) 
4 (112)n 
c 
e2(c0s ep de 
=7 II -(1/2)n P&v + $1 * 
(3.14) 
In particular, zCo)=$, T(l’*) = 2 - (16/2t2). 
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